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ABSTRACT 

The decisive influence of the decision of natural factors, in particular the strength of the radiation, remains an important limitation 

to consider while talking about the implementation of the constellation of nearby planets. Since the beginning of the solar cell 

manufacturing, this cell has faced many challenges, among them are manufacturing challenges and natural and abnormal 

challenges, and among the natural and abnormal challenges are partial or total shading of solar cells, which has affected 

significantly and directly in the production of solar cells from electrical energy. As a result, this natural or abnormal challenge 

prevented the optimal and full exploitation of solar energy, and through this research, I found a way to enhance the solar cell 

system with a simple system through which it can be linked to solar cells to enhance it and work in the production of electrical 

energy with or without shading of all kinds (natural and non-natural). Or partial or total misrepresentation, and therefore the result 

also through this research was obtained electrical energy equivalent to twice the energy of solar cells with the presence or absence 

of misleading. 

Thus, the comprehensive and reliable display strategy used in Maximum Power Point Tracking Technology (MPPT) under 

various conditions to obtain excellent radiant power under poor conditions by focusing on the effects of masking on PV 

throughput. The result demonstrates the consistent quality of the proposed model in repeating the previously mentioned 

throughput characteristics. The proposed model is chosen in view of the fact that it may very well to reproduce different bands of 

non-uniform PV frameworks and be modular through a very good utility and multi-dimensional solar structure. 

KEYWORDS : photovoltaic models; partial shading, multidimensional configuration, Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 

technique, Local maxima, Global maxima. 

 

1- Introduction 

Enormous shift along Carbon fuels consumptions to renewable power has been observed that is harmless to the ecosystem. This 

give a best position to solar energy in the present generally utilized renewable power resources, that is bountiful, unpaid as well of 

very enormous voltage. Change of such solar power should be possible in numerous methods yet the ultimate easy to understand 

with reasonable arrangement is photovoltaic frameworks. Photovoltaic schemes utilized for this reason can be overseen 

effectively, and the end client can extricate force of it by introducing and overseeing basically without a ton to stress over upkeep. 

While harnessing along another renewable power resources include complicated frameworks which require a coordinated 

construction and profound information to collaborate against this framework. 

Along the coming of atmost recent inverter innovation, nearby purchaser can interface its solar PV framework to matrix and 

subsequently can offer additional ability to drive service organizations. This advantage has expanded PV framework penetration 

in each villager as well civilized regions. Restricted and expensive grounds in civilized region bring about too thickly found 

homes as well workplaces against PV schemes upon their rooftop top practically positioned. This climate is encircled against long 

models, trees, stacks, and birds' droppings dust, which blocks daylight along similarly collapsing upon every module or alike 

every cell in an equivalent module. Whenever individual PV array gets solar radiation, voltage and current are given. With heat of 

25 C also 1.5 AM enlightenments individual silicon solar array provides 0.5 to 0.6 V through its dual ends. [2]. Every 

implementation, including power utilization, needed a potential larger than individual array might be given. Be that as it may, it 

tends to being applied helpful if numerous these arrays are fell combined in serial with equal setup dependent upon the demand 

with request of needed burden as well as implementation. To streamline the exhibition of (PV) scheme, arrays should be 

electrically balanced against similar ebbs with flows and potentials through every phone end for each serial and equal blends [3]. 

Regardless of whether tirelessness is rehearsed in associating the combined arrays remain the issue available if various arrays get 
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distinctive power of radiation. Assuming every one of the cells get equivalent force light, no such issue emerge except for such is 

the optimal constraint that isn't generally the situation. For a circumstance whenever daylight is impeded along an array or 

gathering of them where difficulty is made. These arrays begin going about as a heap in this manner devouring few energies along 

neighboring arrays. That might additionally irritate the issue via warming those arrays that get next to zero daylight and 

accordingly restricting the energy along these arrays that get sufficient daylight also hence making partial shading occur. Energy 

yield of the entire PV framework is decreased whenever framework is presented to partial shading. It is difficult to follow 

unquestionably the most extreme power moment that partial shading makes the framework identify numerous nearby greatest 

power focuses. Such weaknesses make the need to acquire invulnerability PV framework more significant to further develop the 

energy yield of this frameworks. This plan requires to disengage these arrays, which get minor radiation to stay away along these 

arrays along, restricting their energy which create sufficient energy whenever confined along concealed arrays. That would carry 

additional security component to the PV scheme through storing module along warming up excessively large. Such case is the 

normal goal to mitigate partial shading issue that might being accomplished across sum of strategies. Be that as it may, all 

methods observe similar fundamental guideline to sidestep these concealed cells. 

The initial state is to show the PV framework appropriately and afterward foresee the shading designs the module or gathering of 

modules is presented to. Then, at that point, bypassing these concealed arrays are of most significance through bypassing gadgets 

by keeping power loses in these gadgets to the base. Such arrays might become circumventing in several approaches. The 

utilization of sidestep diodes has drawn in very consideration, and that is the reason all industrially accessible modules practice 

this procedure [3]. 

Shading is a problem in Photovoltaic (PV) modules since shading just one cell in the 

module can reduce the power output to zero. Shading one cell reduces the output of 

the whole string of cells or modules. Excess power from the unshaded cells is 

dissipated in the shaded cell. 

A photovoltaic system is highly susceptible to partial shading. Based on the 

functionality of a photovoltaic system that relies on solar irradiance to generate 

electrical power, it is tacitly assumed that the maximum power of a partially shaded 

photovoltaic system always decreases as the shading heaviness increases. 

The most important factors that affect the work of the solar cell are solar radiation and 

temperature, and the cells work at their maximum capacity at (1000 w/²) solar 

radiation and (25) degrees Celsius. 

 

Figure (1): I-V-characteristic PV (The effect of the intensity of radiation) 
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Figure (2): I-V-characteristic PV (temperature effect) 

 

2- THE PROPOSAL SYSTEM 

The proposed system or treatment was used to reduce the problem of shading of all kinds (partial and total) in solar cells system 

by linking the boosting system to the output of the solar cells inside the solar cell array so that this system would be part of the 

solar energy system, which enhances the production of solar cells from electrical energy with a simple system that strengthens the 

system. The energy produced from the new system will fill the shortfall in the generated electrical energy that was present before 

the shading, thus reducing the phenomenon of total or partial shading. In addition to increasing the capacity of the solar cell than 

the expected capacity in the absence of shading. Figure (3) shows how to link the booster system with solar cells system. 
 

Figure (3): New proposed solar system 
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3- THE SCIENTFIC METHODS USED OR SIMULATION. 

I used a simulation program called NI Multisim, which is a special program to simulate and operate electronic circuits and has a 

high efficiency in dealing and contains a library of electronic components, and performs a SPICE simulation. 

The machining software includes a large database of electronic components, simulators (SPICE and VHDL), circuit (RF) support, 

and many other features. Because all this takes place in an integrated practical environment, especially when it comes to more 

abstract concepts. 

 

4- APPLCATION 

I used a new system I called the booster system that connects in series with the solar system to be a new part of the solar energy 

system, and through this new system, the solar system can be strengthened so that through this system the solar system can work 

in the production of electrical energy in the presence of total shading or Partial shading in solar system, knowing that before the 

existence of this system, the electrical energy produced in the presence of total or partial distortion was on the order of zero volts. 

Note that this energy provided by this system will be added to the energy produced by the solar system when there is no complete 

or partial shade. The conclusions from this work were the following: 

1- The work of the solar system is not limited only during the day, but it is possible to benefit from the solar system with 

the presence of the new booster system in the production of electrical energy during the day and at night. 

2- Reducing phenomenon the shading of partial or total of the solar system through this enhancement system. 

 

5- RESULTS AND CALCULATE 

The results of Appling the improved system with the PV cells of system consisting of (60) solar cells. 

We note in the table (1), without using the reinforcement system, that the output of the solar energy system, which consists of (60) 

photovoltaic cells, was affected by the state of shading, and this effect was reflected in the results of the outputs of the solar 

system to zero volts. 

 
 

Output PV (Volt) 

(1-60) cells 

OUTPUT 

SYSTEM 

V(VOLT) 

OUTPUT 

SYSTEM 

I (Ampere) 

OUTPUT 

SYSTEM 

P(Watt) 

SYSTEM STATE 

0 0 0 0 FULL SHADING 

2 2 2 4 PARTIAL 

SHADING 

4 4 4 16 PARTIAL 

SHADING 

6 6 6 36 PARTIAL 

SHADING 

8 8 8 64 PARTIAL 

SHADING 

10 10 10 100 PARTIAL 

SHADING 

12 12 12 144 NO SHADING 

 

Table (1) shows the work of the solar cell system without the booster system. 
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Figure (4) shows a solar system without a booster system 

After linking the enhancement system with the solar system, as shown in Figure (3), the output of the solar system had a value of 

(211.644) watts when total misleading and when compared with the case of total shading in the absence of the enhancement 

system, the output of the system was zero watts. 

 
 

Output PV(Volt) 

(1-60) cells 

OUTPUT SYSTEM 

V (VOLT) 

OUTPUT SYSTEM 

I (Ampere) 

OUTPUT SYSTEM 

P (Watt) 

SYSTEM STATE 

0 52.911 4 211.644 FULL SHADING 

2 52.916 6 317.494 PARTIAL SHADING 

4 52.919 8 423.351 PARTIAL SHADING 

6 52.921 10 529.213 PARTIAL SHADING 

8 52.923 12 635.081 PARTIAL SHADING 

10 52.925 14 740.952 PARTIAL SHADING 

12 52.927 16 846.827 NO SHADING 

 

Table No. (2) shows the work of the solar cell system in the presence of the booster system. 
 

Figure (3) shows a solar system with a booster system 
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